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Answering the Question:

Three graduate students engaged in classroom inquiry based on the questions they had formed and the hypotheses they were testing, all related to differentiated instruction, will show how the online use of dialogue around the action steps they were taking helped them carry out their inquiry. The graduate students will demonstrate how the answers to their questions were used to inform work in their current settings and how what they learned would inform their work in their classrooms of the future.
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Finding the Question:

To find an important question, teachers begin by paying attention to classroom activities and experiences that they wonder about and question. They gather some informal data by observing the actions of the students. This information helps them develop a hypothesis they then frame into a problem solving question.
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Collecting the Data:

The data collection conversation begins with curiosity about students: wondering why they behave as they do, wondering how to best teach something new, wondering what will work. The focus is on the rich range of data that is available in the classroom, ways to collect and record data and the value of examining this data with mentors to see what it means in the classroom context.
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